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Project Savings 
Summary 

Annual Energy Cost 
Savings: $145,000 

PG&E Incentives: 
$151,000 

Project Payback Time: 
Under 5 years 

Annual kWh 
Reduction: 739,000 

Annual Therms 
Reduction: 30,000 

Peak kW Demand 
Reduction: 108 

PG&E Incentives Support Construction of Efficient
Biotech Research Facility 
Elan – an Irish Company Goes “Green” in South City 
Founded in 1969 and headquartered in Dublin, Ireland, Elan Corporation plc 
researches and develops biotechnology products for the treatment of Alzheimer’s 
disease, Parkinson’s disease, multiple sclerosis and other serious conditions. 
Most of this research – along with a substantial percentage of the company’s 
1300 employees – is centered at the company’s research headquarters in 
South San Francisco, a campus consisting of seven leased buildings. 

The most recent addition to the Elan campus is 180 Oyster Point Boulevard, 
a brand-new five-story building encompassing 108,000 square feet and includes: 
one floor of labs, one floor of offices and one floor of employee amenities, like 
a fitness center and cafe. (The bottom two stories are parking garages.) 

Designing for Efficiency 
In cooperation with Pacific Gas & Electric Company (PG&E), Elan has implemented 
multiple energy efficiency measures to protect the environment and reduce costs 
since 1994. 180 Oyster Point, however, represents a whole new level of commitment. 
The building, which facilities director Brian Oppendike describes as “a living 
demonstration of Elan’s green values,” was designed from the ground up to 
incorporate maximum energy conservation and environmental stewardship. The 
project was supported by PG&E’s Customized New Construction program, which 
incorporates Savings By Design standards to integrate specific energy-saving 
measures into the architecture of the building from the outset. 

Elan implemented 13 specific energy efficiency measures recommended by the 
planning process, most of them in the air handling system. While not seeking LEED 
certification, Elan incorporated LEED principles into its construction plans, which 
included recycled flooring, plumbing and countertop materials, environmentally-
friendly refrigerant and “green” building practices to minimize and recycle 
construction waste. The project was completed in 2009. 

A High-Tech Building Management System 
180 Oyster Point is equipped with a state-of-the-art Andover building management 
system (BMS) that commands the HVAC system, the boilers and the lighting systems 
campus-wide. Elan has customized its BMS with graphics and interfaces that provide 
real-time monitoring of all building functions from a command center. The BMS is 
also remotely accessible by laptop, so Oppendike and his senior staff can respond to 
an alarm or breakdown from home or other remote locations. 

Among the measures deployed by Elan and controlled by the BMS is a zone 
temperature setback system that uses timers to automatically reduce heating/cooling 
functions for unoccupied areas in off hours. Employees working late in labs or offices 
can manually override the setbacks for as long as they’re in the building. 

A Cool Chiller System 
Because of the varying HVAC demands of a research facility – labs and offices have 
dramatically different needs and requirements – Elan installed a system that can 
accommodate the full spectrum. The centerpiece is a large roof-mounted premium 



              

“I would tell any 
company 
contemplating an 
energy-efficient 
building that it’s 
critical to have PG&E 
work with your 
architect and general 
contractor to develop 
your construction 
development plan as 
part of a team effort.” 

Brian Oppendike,
 
Director of Facilities,
 
Elan, South 

San Francisco
 

efficiency chiller unit equipped with a variable frequency drive (VFD)  that 
automatically adjusts for demand. The system includes high-efficiency pumps 
(approximately 90% efficient), premium efficiency pump motors and the cooling 
towers are equipped with VFD fan motors. All air handling systems have economizers, 
so if cooling is needed and the outside air temperature is colder than the indoor 
air—a common condition in windblown South City—the cooler air is automatically 
pulled in from outside, reducing the load on the chiller system. 

Another energy-saving HVAC feature is a heat recovery system that pulls exhaust 
air from the building through a set of tubes and extracts heat, which is then used 
to pre-warm incoming air from the outside to improve heating efficiency. When 
building heating isn’t necessary, the system automatically shuts off and the exhaust 
air is simply vented away. 

Lab Hoods That Cut Energy Use in Half 
Elan incorporated a unique laboratory ventilation system into 180 Oyster Point. 

While office air can be recycled up to ten times, lab air cannot be recycled, 

because of unknown contaminants. The air in labs must always be exhausted 

through exhaust relief valves in the fume hoods—with a pressure of 105 cubic feet 

per minute constantly maintained—a function requiring enormous amounts of energy. 


Elan has dramatically reduced its energy requirements by deploying a customized
 
Phoenix air valve system for its laboratory hoods. When the hood sash—the sliding
 
glass door on the front—is  closed and less air is being drawn, the Phoenix valve
 
automatically reduces the exhaust fan speed to a lower rate. Elan has customized
 
dual-direction sashes that can be opened and closed horizontally as well as vertically,
 
and lab researchers are trained to maintain the smallest possible opening which is an
 
issue emphasized in the facility’s annual lab safety meetings. Oppendike estimates
 
that the facility has reduced its laboratory energy use by a remarkable 50% with this
 
measure alone.  


The Bottom Line – a Lighter Carbon Footprint and Lower Costs 
Overall, the energy efficiency measures Elan deployed at 180 Oyster Point have 
reduced summer peak electric demand by 108 kilowatts and are saving approximately 
739,000 kilowatt hours of electricity and nearly 30,000 therms of natural gas energy 
annually – enough to power 169 homes for a year. The building design is reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions by 428 tons of carbon per year, the equivalent of removing 
59 cars from the roads. 

Elan has also received considerable financial benefits. The measures are slashing 
the company’s yearly energy bills by almost $145,000, and PG&E has provided 
incentives and rebates totaling more than $151,000, covering nearly one-fifth of 
Elan’s cost of implementation. The energy efficiency package will therefore pay 
for itself in less than five years. 

“I would tell any company contemplating an energy-efficient building that it’s critical 
to bring in PG&E as part of your construction development plan, to work with your 
architect and your general contractor as part of a team effort,” said Brian Oppendike, 
Director of Facilities at Elan, South San Francisco. “We have a great relationship with 
our PG&E account reps – they’re responsive to our needs in coming up with ideas to 
save energy or validate our ideas. No company can do this alone, and PG&E is a 
valued team member.” 

Next Steps with PG&E 
To learn how PG&E can help your business manage energy consumption and reduce 
costs in new or existing buildings, contact your local PG&E representative or call our 
PG&E Business Customer Service Center at 1-800-468-4743. More information is 
available at www.pge.com/mybusiness. 
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